The simulation of strongly correlated quantum systems on classical computers is an essential tool for investigating and understanding quantum materials. Due to the inherent "curse of dimensionality" of quantum systems, such simulations pose a challenging task, and have spurred the development of several computational approaches and approximations. For quasi one-dimensional lattice systems, the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) framework (Schollwöck, 2005; White, 1992 White, , 1993 has emerged as one of the most successful methods. Modern formulations are based on matrix product states (MPS) and operators (MPO) (Schollwöck, 2011): briefly speaking, a matrix product state is an Ansatz for the quantum many-body wavefunction amendable to efficient numerical manipulation. The favorable approximation properties of matrix product states have been theoretically proven for ground states of gapped Hamiltonians with local interactions (Hastings, 2007; Verstraete & Cirac, 2006) , and recent work has extended this to quantum systems at finite temperature (Barthel, 2017) . Over the years many variations and generalizations of the DMRG framework have been devised (Barthelfurther developments and improvements of associated algorithms remain an active field of research.
Summary
The simulation of strongly correlated quantum systems on classical computers is an essential tool for investigating and understanding quantum materials. Due to the inherent "curse of dimensionality" of quantum systems, such simulations pose a challenging task, and have spurred the development of several computational approaches and approximations. For quasi one-dimensional lattice systems, the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) framework (Schollwöck, 2005; White, 1992 White, , 1993 has emerged as one of the most successful methods. Modern formulations are based on matrix product states (MPS) and operators (MPO) (Schollwöck, 2011) : briefly speaking, a matrix product state is an Ansatz for the quantum many-body wavefunction amendable to efficient numerical manipulation. The favorable approximation properties of matrix product states have been theoretically proven for ground states of gapped Hamiltonians with local interactions (Hastings, 2007; Verstraete & Cirac, 2006) , and recent work has extended this to quantum systems at finite temperature (Barthel, 2017) . Over the years many variations and generalizations of the DMRG framework have been devised (Barthel, 2013; Stoudenmire & White, 2010; Verstraete, Murg, & Cirac, 2008; Vidal, 2003 Vidal, , 2008 , and further developments and improvements of associated algorithms remain an active field of research.
PyTeNet is a concise Python implementation of the core MPS framework; besides its use for research on quantum system, it serves as tool for algorithmic experimentation, as didactic reference and as blueprint for future implementations using, e.g., compiled languages to optimize computational efficiency. Specifically, PyTeNet employs NumPy (Walt, Colbert, & Varoquaux, 2011) for tensor manipulations, and is structured around MPS and MPO classes and associated operations, like left-or right-orthonormalization, computing expectation values, local gate operations etc. Features of PyTeNet include the conversion of arbitrary operator chains (like σ
to MPOs, which facilitates the concise construction of common quantum Hamiltonian operators. PyTeNet can also generate vector and matrix representations of matrix product states and operators, respectively, thus enabling reference calculations for example. Another major feature is the (real and imaginary) time evolution based on the time-dependent variational principle (TDVP) (Haegeman, Lubich, Oseledets, Vandereycken, & Verstraete, 2016) , making use of Krylov subspace methods for local operations (Hochbruck & Lubich, 1997) . Energy minimization and ground state computation are achieved via one-site local energy minimization using Lanczos iteration. PyTeNet unobtrusively supports additive quantum numbers by associating an integer with each physical and virtual bond dimension, and uses corresponding reference checks on the sparsity patterns of tensors. Several simultaneously conserved quantum numbers (like particle and spin for the Fermi-Hubbard model) are then realized by encoding them as single integers. 
